We make every house and
every building accessible

Mobiramp
MRL
ALU series
Foldable in width

“A TOP product”

My legs are not so young anymore and when I want to go
for a walk I first have to get down 3 high stairs at my door.
A difficult job......

In all these cases, a MRL mobile
ramp from the MOBIRAMP ALU
series is the solution to your
accessibility problem.

I have several older clients in my barbershop. For some of
them it's getting more and more difficult to take those
nasty stairs at the entrance...

Model

Length
cm

Width
cm

MRL 20080
MRL 24080

200
240

80
80

Advised
Height
cm
20
24

Max.
Height
cm
40
48

Weight
kg

Load
kg

24
27.5

300
300

Mobiramp is a European company that develops and produces solutions to make houses and buildings accessible.
Thanks to our many years of practical experience in solving (temporary) accessibility problems for private individuals
as well as in the professional care sector, we always succeed in finding the right solutions. The result is a complete
and high-quality range of accessibility products at a friendly price.

Advantages of the MRL:
EASY TO CARRY:
By using light aluminium, the weight
of the ramp was reduced to a
minimum.
The (optional) wheels make it even
easier to move the ramp.
COMPACT:
The lightweight ramp can be folded
compactly into a "suitcase" with
handles. This makes the ramp easy to
handle and transport In the closed
position.
ANTI-SLIP:
The surface of the ramp is equipped
with a profile with perfect anti-slip
properties in all weather conditions.
SAFETY:
On the sides of the ramp there are
solid borders to prevent slide-off
accidents. A rubber anti-slip profile
on the underside of the ramp ensures
that the ramp remains in place on the
borders or stairs.
ROBUST:
Even under heavy loads, the deflection
of the ramp is kept to a minimum. The
sturdy construction provides a
comfortable feeling during use.
The hinge was tested under severe
conditions.

MOBIRAMP bv

EUROPEAN QUALITY:
No ramp leaves our production
department without a thorough
inspection and test of its reliability.
DESIGN:
Mobiramp has succeeded in combining
functionality and a beautiful design by
chosing the right materials and
colours.
AVAILABILITY:
Mobiramp always has a large stock of all
parts at our production site, which
enables us to assemble and deliver
quickly.
CUSTOMIZATION:
The MRL ramp is a modular product
that is easily adaptable. Customization
on request is therefore possible.
SUSTAINABILITY:
All materials used on the ALU ramps
are 100% recyclable and therefore
good for our environment.
PRICE / QUALITY:
Because this ramp is modular we can
keep prices low and at the same time
offer high quality.

